Induction of erythropoiesis by hypoxia-inducible factor prolyl hydroxylase inhibitors without promotion of tumor initiation, progression, or metastasis in a VEGF-sensitive model of spontaneous breast cancer
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Abstract: The effects of pharmacological hypoxia-inducible factor (HIF) stabilization were investigated in the MMTV-Neuα-YD5 (NeuYD) mouse model of breast cancer. This study first confirmed the sensitivity of this model to increased vascular endothelial growth factor (VEGF), using bigenic NeuYD;MMTV-VEGF-25 mice. Tumor initiation was dramatically accelerated in bigenic animals. Bigenic tumors were also more aggressive, with shortened doubling times and increased lung metastasis as compared to NeuYD controls. In separate studies, NeuYD mice were treated three times weekly from 7 weeks of age until study end with two different HIF prolyl hydroxylase inhibitors (HIF-PHIs), FG-4497 or roxadustat (FG-4592). In NeuYD mice, HIF-PHI treatments elevated erythropoiesis markers, but no differences were detected in tumor onset or the phenotypes of established tumors.
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Introduction

Important safety concerns are associated with the use of recombinant erythropoiesis-stimulating agents (ESAs, i.e., recombinant erythropoietins [rEPOs] and analogs). Novel approaches to managing anemia are therefore of clinical interest. Anemia correction has been reported in phase 2 clinical trials in chronic kidney disease anemia using small molecule inhibitors of hypoxia-inducible factor (HIF) prolyl hydroxylase (HIF-PH). Inhibition of these enzymes causes increased levels of HIF, a transcription factor activated in response to low oxygen. These HIF-PH inhibitors (HIF-PHIs) enhance EPO expression, red blood cell (RBC) mass, and hemoglobin (HGB) levels through coordinated gene expression of EPO and genes mediating absorption, transport, storage, and metabolism of iron.

Mutations in HIF pathway genes underlie specific familial polycythemias, including mutation of the von Hippel–Lindau protein (pVHL) in Chuvash polycythemia and erythrocytoses associated with mutations in HIF-2α (e.g., EPAS1 [HIF2A] G537W, G537R, I533V) and PHD2 (EGLN1 [PHD2] P317R, R371H). These provide genetic evidence that modulation of HIF pathway genes can be used to increase RBC
mass. Studies of pVHL-mutated Chuvash polycythemia patients have not shown increased tumor predisposition. 

By contrast, other mutations in pVHL predispose VHL syndrome patients to highly vascularized clear-cell type renal cell carcinoma (RCC) tumors.

The molecular mechanisms underlying the seemingly discrepant phenotypes of Chuvash polycythemia and VHL syndrome remain a matter of considerable scientific interest. Although HIF dysregulation appears common to both disorders, familial VHL-associated erythrocytosis and RCC-associated VHL syndrome involve unique alleles and distinguishing patterns of inheritance. VHL erythrocytoses are associated with autosomal recessive germ-line variants (homozygous \( VHL \) R200W, Chuvash polycythemia; or compound R200W heterozygosity with other \( VHL \) alleles in other sporadic polycythemias),\(^{15}\) such that all cells carry compound R200W heterozygosity with other \( VHL \) alleles (homozygous or compound),\(^{16}\) such that all cells carry mutations that confer sensitivity to HIF activation. In contrast, VHL syndrome (and RCC risk) is associated with distinct heterozygous germ-line \( VHL \) mutations and in diseased tissues, somatic mutation of the unaffected \( VHL \) allele is commonly observed.

Hypoxia is also a common feature of aggressive tumors, with HIF being elevated in many tumor types. Broad roles of HIF and tumor hypoxia in tumor promotion have been proposed.\(^6\) Hypoxias associated with exercise, altitude, respiratory insufficiency, hemorrhage, or local tissue ischemias each exhibit unique features, however, and are not widely regarded as tumor promoting.\(^6\)

Vascular endothelial growth factor (VEGF) is a well-studied hypoxia-responsive gene. VEGF-associated tumor promotion has been cited as a theoretical obstacle to HIF-PHI therapeutics.\(^7\) Here, the effects of pharmacologic HIF activation are characterized in tumor-prone MMTV-Neu\(^^{18}\) YD5 (NeuYD) mice, known to be sensitive to increased VEGF.\(^{19}\) NeuYD mice develop relatively normally until about 16 weeks of age, when females spontaneously develop mammary tumors with 100% penetrance. Although MMTV-VEGF-25 mice are phenotypically normal and exhibit normal mammary gland development, in genic NeuYD;MMTV-VEGF-25 (NeuYD;VEGF) female mice, tumor initiation, progression, and metastasis are dramatically accelerated versus control NeuYD mice, indicating that the NeuYD model is highly sensitive to increased VEGF. Published results showing that this model is sensitive to increased VEGF were confirmed, and HIF-PHI effects in this model were further characterized by treating NeuYD mice with two reversible, orally bioavailable HIF-PHIs, FG-4497 and roxadustat (also known as FG-4592). FG-4497 induces erythropoiesis in rhesus macaques\(^9\) and exhibits beneficial effects in experimental models of kidney and bone marrow injury and other indications.\(^\text{20,21}\) Roxadustat, a structurally related but chemically distinct HIF-PHI, was shown to correct anemia in phase 2 clinical trials in anemic chronic kidney disease patients\(^5\)\(^5\)\(^,\)\(^22,23\) and is currently in phase 3 clinical development. In the current study, HIF-PHI treatment elicited markers of erythropoiesis without promoting initiation, progression, or metastasis of VEGF-sensitive NeuYD tumors.

**Methods**

**Ethical statement**

Animal studies were performed at Mispro Biotechnology Services Inc. (Montréal, Québec, Canada). Mispro Biotechnology Services Inc. is accredited with the Canadian Council on Animal Care and the Association for Assessment and Accreditation of Laboratory Animal Care International (AAALAC) and strictly complies with the norms and requirements of these bodies. Accordingly, Mispro’s Institutional Animal Care and Use Committee approved this study.

**Mice**

Drs WJ Muller (McGill University, Montréal, Québec, Canada) and RG Oshima (Sanford Burnham Prebys Medical Discovery Institute, La Jolla, CA, USA) kindly provided FVB background NeuYD and MMTV-VEGF-25 mice. FVB mice were obtained from Charles River. Transgene presence was verified by polymerase chain reaction (PCR) genotyping of tail clips (Dr Michel L Tremblay, McGill University). Controlled matings were performed to obtain sufficient number of female pups of the desired genotypes. Because of the large number of animals required, animals from multiple litters were pooled over a narrow range of ±2 days. Thus, “days age” reflects a group average. At the time of treatment initiation, mice were assigned by weight and age to groups. Animal studies were conducted in strict compliance with AAALAC guidelines for animal care.

**FG-4497 pharmacokinetics study**

FVB females 7–14 weeks of age were treated with a single oral dose of carboxymethyl cellulose (CMC) vehicle or FG-4497 (20 and 40 mg/kg). Plasma and tissue were taken at t=2, 4, 8, 12, and 24 h and compared to the CMC vehicle at t=24 h, n=3/time-point. Plasma drug was determined by liquid chromatography–mass spectrometry. VEGF and EPO mRNA levels were determined from total kidney mRNA by
reverse transcription-PCR and normalized to β-actin mRNA (ABI; Mm00433126_m1, EPO; Mm00437304_m1, VEGF; and 4352341E, β-actin). The VEGF mRNA assay detects all alternatively spliced isoforms. Plasma EPO and VEGF protein were determined by enzyme-linked immunosorbent assay (ELISA; R&D systems kits MEP00, EPO; and MMV00, VEGF). The VEGF ELISA recognizes both the 164 and 120 amino acid residue forms of mouse VEGF.

Tumor studies
NeuYD mouse studies were conducted by Mispro Biotech Services in collaboration with Insymbiosis Discovery, Inc. (Montréal, Québec, Canada). NeuYD;VEGF, FG-4497, and roxadustat effects were each examined in separate studies. NeuYD;VEGF study animals were dosed by oral gavage three times per week (TIW; Monday–Wednesday–Friday) with 10 mL/kg CMC vehicle control, starting at 47 days average age through study end. In HIF-PHI studies, mice were dosed TIW by oral gavage with 10 mL/kg CMC vehicle or HIF-PHI starting at 52 days average age. Dose was adjusted weekly based on average cohort weights. Animals were weighed once weekly, and the clinical status was monitored on treatment days. Treatments were well tolerated, and no unscheduled deaths were reported.

Tumor volumes were determined TIW by caliper, using the formula $V = \frac{L \times W^2}{2}$. In place of Oshima’s linear aggregated tumor growth model, the doubling time of the single largest tumor per animal was estimated by linear regression of $\log_{2}$ of the initial 3–6 measurements $>25$ mm$^3$ tumor size. Estimated doubling times were then compared by analysis of variance (ANOVA).

EDTA-preserved blood samples were analyzed by complete blood count analysis. Individual determinations were excluded when sample clotting was suspected.

Histology
Whole lungs were harvested and fixed. Representative 5 μm sections (using a Leica EG 1160 microtome, Wetzlar, Germany) were stained with hematoxylin and eosin (Leica Autostainer XL), and the number of tumor emboli per section was determined.

Data analysis
Parametric $t$-tests (unpaired, two-tailed), one-way ANOVA, regression analyses, $\chi^2$ tests, and log-rank (Mantel–Cox) tests to assess differences in tumor-free survival were performed using GraphPad PRISM (GraphPad Software, Inc., San Diego, CA, USA). Data are presented as mean ± standard error with $p<0.05$ considered statistically significant unless indicated otherwise.

Results
Pharmacologic response to single dose administration of HIF-PHI FG-4497
Following a single oral dose, FG-4497 was detected in FVB mouse plasmas at the earliest time-point in this study (2 h), and levels declined rapidly thereafter (Figure 1). Treatment was also associated with dose-dependent increases in EPO kidney mRNA and EPO plasma protein, which resolved over time. In contrast, VEGF kidney mRNA levels appeared relatively unchanged (Figure 1). A transient and mild (<2-fold) change in plasma VEGF protein at 2 h did not seem to be linked to changes in kidney VEGF mRNA. Thus, FG-4497 treatment of FVB mice resulted in drug exposure, followed by transient elevations of EPO mRNA and protein, with minimal effects on VEGF.

VEGF overexpression accelerates tumor phenotypes of NeuYD mammary cancers
The tumor-prone transgenic NeuYD mouse line developed and characterized in the laboratory of Dr William Muller24,25 was used in subsequent studies. Females of this FVB background line develop mammary tumors with a median time to tumor appearance of 110–120 days, whereas males exhibit normal health and unaltered life expectancy. Tumor initiation, progression, and metastasis in the NeuYD model are dramatically accelerated by the presence of a VEGF transgene, as reported by Oshima et al18 and confirmed here (Figure 2). Compared with NeuYD control animals, time of initial tumor appearance in NeuYD;VEGF mice was dramatically accelerated, with a median tumor-free survival of 61 days in NeuYD;VEGF mice versus 106 days in NeuYD controls (Mantel–Cox hazard ratio $=2$, $p<0.0001$). In NeuYD;VEGF mice, tumors were more aggressive, with shortened doubling times as compared with NeuYD controls ($p<0.01$, $t$-test). Lung tumor emboli were rare in NeuYD mice, but were frequent in NeuYD;VEGF mice, with 95% of double transgenic mice bearing 1–20 tumor emboli per lung section versus a solitary embolus detected in one NeuYD control animal ($\chi^2$, $p<0.0001$).

Plasma VEGF protein levels were ~9-fold elevated at termination in bigenic NeuYD;VEGF mice compared with NeuYD controls. Bigenic animals exhibited decreased RBC, HGB, and hematocrit (HCT) ($p<0.0001$ by $t$-test) versus
NeuYD controls suggesting a more profound disease state in these animals at the time of sacrifice.

**HIF-PHI stimulates erythropoiesis without affecting NeuYD mammary cancer progression**

In a second NeuYD study, females were treated with the HIF-PHI FG-4497 (20 or 40 mg/kg), starting at 52 days average age and continued to study end. At the 40 mg/kg dose, animal weights initially increased more slowly than in the vehicle and low dose groups, recovering thereafter (Figure 3). Median times to first appearance of tumors between groups were not significant (log-rank $p > 0.05$) (Figure 3). The age at which half or more of the animals were scored as bearing tumors in the vehicle cohort was 96 days, and 100 days in the 20 and 40 mg/kg cohorts. Tumor doubling times in FG-4497 treatment groups were similar to controls (not significant, ANOVA, Dunnett’s test) (Figure 3). At sacrifice (117 days for vehicle-treated mice and 118 days average age for 20 and 40 mg/kg FG-4497-treated groups), the frequency of lung tumor emboli in both instances was very low (Figure 3).

FG-4497 treatment induced erythropoiesis as demonstrated by increases in hematologic parameters (40 mg/kg HGB $p < 0.01$, HCT $p < 0.05$ by one-way ANOVA, Dunnett’s test) (Figure 3). EPO and VEGF levels measured 24 h after the final dose were not altered in any clear pattern (Figure 3), consistent with resolution of immediate FG-4497 effects by this time-point.

A third MMTV-NeuYD study examined roxadustat treatment (40 and 80 mg/kg). Again, onset of tumor appearance did not differ significantly between HIF-PHI treated groups and the vehicle-treated group (log-rank and Gehan–Breslow–Wilcoxon tests). The age at which half or more of the animals were scored as bearing tumors was comparable in the vehicle, 40 mg/kg roxadustat, and 80 mg/kg roxadustat groups at 104, 99.5, and 102 days, respectively (Figure 4). Tumor growth rates were also comparable between groups ($p > 0.05$). At sacrifice (111 days, all animals), plasmas were harvested 6 h after final dose. At this time-point, roxadustat
induced a substantial increase in circulating EPO protein (33×), whereas VEGF levels appeared unaffected by treatment. Histopathologic examination of lung tissues collected from this study did not reveal tumor emboli in any animal.

Discussion
Although FG-4497 and roxadustat treatments were not associated with prominent increases in VEGF, small changes in local VEGF in the tumor microenvironment could influence tumor progression. The NeuYD-dependent mouse model is exquisitely sensitive to increases in VEGF, as reported by Oshima et al and confirmed here. In bigenic NeuYD;VEGF females, increased circulating VEGF was associated with a dramatically shorter time to appearance of initial tumors. These tumors also exhibited increased aggressiveness as measured by growth rates and rates of metastasis to lung, as previously reported.

Using two distinct HIF-PHIs, no effects of extended HIF-PHI treatment were observed on tumor initiation, progression, or metastasis, under conditions where elevations of erythropoiesis markers were scored. Time to median tumor onset in HIF-PHI treatment groups varied in a manner similar to that observed in the NeuYD control groups across the three studies (98, 104, and 106 days). It is concluded that the HIF-PHI treatments used here do not elicit sufficient VEGF to alter the phenotypes of tumors in this model.

Since no HIF-PHI-dependent increases were observed in tumor initiation, progression, or metastasis, it can be
concluded that non-VEGF pro-tumorigenic pathways were not recruited in this study either, including EPO-responsive pathways. Systematic surveys of xenografted tumor models suggest EPO-responsiveness is uncommon, and current literature provides limited guidance as to which solid tumor types, if any, may be of special concern with respect to EPO elevation. In the NeuYD model here, circulating EPO elevations associated with HIF-PHI treatment were not associated with tumor promoting effects.

Although the NeuYD model used here was selected on the basis of findings that VEGF promoted tumor development, the model can be considered broadly representative of human HER2/neu-associated breast cancer tumor promotion. Intratumoral hypoxia is a common feature of breast tumors, and HIF-1α overexpression and adverse outcomes are correlated in many studies of breast cancer patients. Both cell proliferation and HIF stabilization are inhibited in the NeuYD model upon treatment with rapamycin, consistent with a model where proliferative signaling is a prerequisite for HIF-responsiveness. Due to associations between proliferation, hypoxia, and HIF stabilization, HIF target genes have been broadly proposed to be involved in promoting primary tumor growth, vascularization, invasion, and metastasis. Hypotheses suggesting increased...
HIF may contribute to tumor progression have yielded mixed results in genetically engineered cells, however, in no clear pattern with respect to tumor types or within tumor types. In non-RCC tumor types, HIF activation is mediated not by genetic lesions but by tumor ischemia resulting from vascular insufficiency and erratic blood flow. Although many cancer researchers equate tumor hypoxia with ischemia, some studies suggest hypoxia may not be the main cause of heightened VEGF expression by ischemic tissues or tumors. Robust normoxic regulation of VEGF mRNA by nutrient limitation is mediated by ATF4 independently of HIFs. VEGF was rapidly and robustly induced >10-fold by normoxic amino acid deprivation in human tumor cells of different lineages, comparable to circulating VEGF increases associated with tumor promotion in bigenic NeuYD;VEGF control animals in the current study.

In summary, FG-4497 and roxadustat treatments that stimulated EPO and erythropoiesis were not observed to exacerbate tumor development or progression in the NeuYD model, via VEGF-dependent or other pathways. The ability to control responses by pharmacologically manipulating magnitude, duration, and interval of HIF stabilization is unique, and responses are likely to differ from models employing genetic manipulation of HIF pathway genes. Further studies will be required to determine if the results reported here relate to specific aspects of HIF-PHI pharmacology or to intrinsic differences in how tumors receive and process HIF signals.
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Figure 4 Roxadustat stimulates circulating EPO production without affecting plasma VEGF or the growth or onset of NeuYD tumors.

Notes: Changes in body weight (A; n=20), tumor onset (B; n=20), tumor doubling times (C; n=11–14), and plasma cytokines (D; 6 h post-final dose, n=20) are shown for NeuYD mice treated with vehicle (○, solid black lines, open bars), 40 mg/kg roxadustat (▲, solid gray lines, light gray bars), and 80 mg/kg roxadustat (▲, dashed lines, dark gray bars). Final hematology was not available for this study. Data indicate mean ± SE (A, D) or median plus data for individual biologic replicates (C). *p<0.05; ***p<0.001.

Abbreviations: EPO, erythropoietin; SE, standard error; VEGF, vascular endothelial growth factor.
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